
1th Feb 2019 

 
CARBON WHEEL RENTAL AGREEMENT 

 

 
Applicable conditions: 

 This service is only available within NZ. 

 The rental period will start when you receive the product (delivery confirmed by courier) 
unless personally picked up, in which case it will start from that day. 

 Negative Split will inspect every product before shipping ensuring it's in optimal conditions 
for riding. Our Return Policy will be applicable for the term of the rental, meaning Negative 
Split will not accept damaged products (in line with our Return policy) returned to us, and will 
charge the customer the cost of repairing the product (when repairable) or the full retail price 
of the product at that moment (minus the rental amount already paid) if the product was 
found damaged and unrepairable. 

 We don't have the ability to track the mileage of the wheels and therefore won't be able to 
provide that information. As stated above, we’ll conduct a full inspection of the product prior 
shipping to ensure its optimal conditions for riding. 

 No quick release or valves extensors would be supplied with the wheels. 

 Returning the product is the responsibility of the customer, from a cost and time perspective. 
Negative Split will confirm the return date when the customer has received the product (1 
month = 30 days) and remind him/her the returning date well in advance via email. The return 
date is the date the customer will deliver the product back to us. Negative Split will charge an 
additional $1/day beyond the agreed date of return. The wheels must be returned packaged 
in the same way they were delivered.  

 Negative Split is based in Auckland, and so the product return could be arranged for pick up 
by Negative Split, saving the cost of shipping. 

 

Example for 1 month (30 days) rental; 

 Customer orders rental and sends rental form completed and signed Feb 1st  

 Order is confirmed and shipped Feb 2nd  

 Product is delivered Feb 5th (tracking number will confirm the delivery) 

 Negative Split will confirm the return date via email March 6th (Feb 5th + 29 days, for a total of 
30 days). If the return date is a weekend or bank holiday, Negative Split will confirm the 
return date as the business day immediately following the effective return date. 

 Customer will return the product March 6th via shipping or arranging pick up (only applicable 
to Auckland) 
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